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S&P Rates Landsvirkjun Foreign Currency
A+,Local AA+
Credit Analyst:
Carin Frost, Stockholm (46) 8-440-5929; Juan Jose Garcia Seijo, London (44) 171-826-3642

NY -- Standard & Poor's CreditWire 10/8/97 -- Standard &
Poor's today assigned its single-`A'-plus/`A-1'-plus
foreign currency ratings and its double-`A'-plus/`A-1'-plus
local currency ratings to Landsvirkjun. The outlook on the foreign and
local long-term ratings is stable.
The ratings are based on strong explicit and implicit support from
the Republic of Iceland, reflecting a joint and several ultimate guarantee
from the owners of Landsvirkjun and the utility's economic importance
as the national grid company and the dominant electricity producer.
Therefore, the ratings of Landsvirkjun equals the sovereign ratings.
The three owners of Landsvirkjun (the Republic of Iceland, the city
of Reykjavik, and the Township of Akureyri) have provided a joint and
several ultimate guarantee for all obligations of the utility. In light of
Landsvirkjun's main grid operation and its strategic role within the
country's electricity production, Standard & Poor's believes
that the government has strong incentives to provide timely financial
assistance if and when needed. Landsvirkjun is presently operated as a
partnership but the organizational structure will come under review before
Jan. 1, 2004. However, if converted into a limited liability company, the
owner guarantee will remain unchanged for debt existing before the utility
was incorporated.
Landsvirkjun owns and operates the main power grid encircling the
entire country and is responsible for coordinating national power supply.
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The utility also accounts for more than 90% of the Icelandic electricity
production. The government's promotion of Iceland to foreign
investors as a good location for power-intensive industries to diversify
the Icelandic economy away from the fishing sector has been successful and
electricity demand is expected to increase by over 50% to 2000. While the
power-intensive industries are of great importance to the country's
economy and therefore reinforce the strategic importance of Landsvirkjun,
it gives the utility a significant industrial customer concentration and
less revenue stability as industrial tariffs may fluctuate with the prices
of aluminium. On the other hand, Landsvirkjun is not expected to face
significant competition for the foreseeable future.
Landsvirkjun's sales were Icelandic kronur (IKr) 7.7 billion
(US$115 million) in 1996. The main part of Landsvirkjun's electricity
production facilities have been developed in recent years, therefore the
utility is characterized by high depreciation charges and debt levels. The
level of investments in new capacity and enforcement of the main grid
required by the increase in industrial consumption will result in further
stretching of Landsvirkjun's already weak financial profile. Cash
flow cover of interest costs is expected to fall to 1.5 times (x) in 1998
from 1.7x in 1996, while the ratio of cash flow to debt may be down to 3%
compared to 5% last year.
OUTLOOK: STABLE
Despite Landsvirkjun's increasing customer concentration and
somewhat weakening financial profile, ratings should remain at the
sovereign level based on the utility's very strong market position,
strategic importance to the country, and supportive legal and regulatory
framework, which are expected to remain unchanged, Standard &
Poor's said. -- CreditWire
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